
 

I never pictured hell to be white. Amongst the suffocating cold I have never seen man 

as something so foul. The devil does not exist in this realm, and god has chosen not to look. 

Instead, we are stalked by the omnipotent being of winter, her icy tendrils pulling us into 

glacial abyss. Russia is her home, and she will not allow us to leave it alive.  

 

I do not dream of France anymore. I do not dream of my wife, or my child. I do not 

dream of wine, or brothels, or the olive tree I used to write under. To dream, is to die. To give 

yourself to sleep, to be wooed by its comfort, is an irreversible pact. The cold is a siren, 

lulling you into formalities, brushing your hair and holding your body. It denies you in life 

the very thing it offers in death: warmth.  

We’ve been marching for miles, and only miles remain. And that thought is enough to 

march no more.  

I am asleep, or I am dead. I cannot feel anything. Perhaps, I am somewhere in-between. 

I wonder if I still have a choice. If there is a side I might choose. If I long to die, is that 

enough?  

I am sorry papa. Will they tell you I died in battle? Will they say I fought bravely? I 

have fought, some might say bravely, but no songs will be sung for the soldiers of snow.  

I am here, I am at the pearl steps, and for the first time in a long time, I am happy. 

‘Louis.’ 

Yes? Papa? I am here. I do not see our Pierre, but I will meet him soon. I will tell him 

of your love, and he will believe me. I think he always believed.  

I feel, I feel I’m breaking away. There is a warmth here. I have never felt something so 

made for me.  

Thank you, God. Thank you.   



‘Louis!’ 

That is not papa.  

That is not God.  

There is no warmth.  

I open my eyes.  

Blinding white pours into my conscience.  

‘Must’ve had a nice dream, Louis, only in sleep do we smile like that.’  

A looming figure of dirt blue above me separates the blinding blur.   

‘Pierre?’  

‘Non. Is Antoine!’ 

‘Am I dead?’ 

‘Mon ami, not even close!’  

‘Leave me, Antoine.’ 

‘But who will share my gift?’ 

‘Gift?’ 

‘Oui! A gift, Louis. Come quickly, get up! Rapide, Rapide!’ 

Despite the unrelenting cold, he has still not lost his energy. 

I stare into his face, its definition coming alive with each moment. Of course, there is 

his smile.  

I do not know where I draw from, but I gather enough strength to unbind my arms from 

whatever deformed position they had frozen into. The night’s snow covers my great coat like 

some sodden blanket. Antoine offers a hand down to me. 

‘Come come!’ 

I swat his hand away. There are still parts of me I have yet to win back from sleep. I lift 

my hands up and fumble at the strap on my chin till I hear it unbuckle. I take off my shako 



and turn it upside down and reach into the deep hat. I rummage around the spare cloth and 

pilfered jewellery until my numb fingers come to rest on a small snuff box. I bring out the icy 

metal tin and from the corner of my eyes I can see Antoine smile. 

‘Ah, le petit-déjeuner.’  

 

With rifles in hand Antoine leads me from the trail of slumbering soldiers and rigid 

dead or rigid dead and slumbering soldiers. No one pays us any attention. We are just two 

more leaving to find lost hope in new snow.  

We follow a row of withered trees decorated with frozen countrymen. I look down so 

as not to trip on their great slumber. I see the bark they ate. I see the bible one holds. I bend 

down and snap it off from desperate clutches. The paper is soaked. It will not light. I throw it 

away. 

We dip between the remnants of a hedge. It’s jagged frame scratches at my cheek. 

Once free, we find ourselves amongst an already-beaten path of snow in a large desolate 

clearing. We stand in silence. 

‘Can you hear the gift, Louis?’ 

‘Hear what?’ 

‘Listen, mon ami.’ His voice tapers off into the silent winter. 

I strain my ears, desperately trying to focus on anything that’s not the constant ringing 

or constant hunger. Then I hear a bark. Antoine’s face roars with delight. 

‘Le chien, mon ami! Le chien!’ He is almost giddy. ‘There is a God!’ Yells Antoine as 

he leaps through the thick snow towards the direction of the bark. 

I muster what strength I can and follow on. 

 



The white field swallows our steps. Deep-rooted cold begins to spread up my shins. 

How funny I think. It almost burns.  

‘Have you eaten chien before, Antoine?’ I ask as our initial pace slows to a haggard 

trudge.  

‘Oh oui, but back in Moscou.’ He says through sharp breaths. ‘I was one of many trying 

to put out the blaze. When I was finally given leave some grenadiers had already hit the last 

taverns. So, I wondered into a home and bartered with some Russki family.’ 

‘What did you trade for it?’ 

‘Une promesse.’  

‘Une promesse? 

Antoine turns to me. ‘Not to touch.’ He looks ahead. ‘And you, Louis? Eaten chien?’ 

‘Non. Never.’ 

‘Why?’ 

I pause. ‘I cannot think of a good answer.’  

For the rest of the way we walk in silence. 

 

The barking stops when we reach the edge of the field. In front of us stands a thicket of 

dead and twisted wood. Antoine leads the way and pushes through. Leaning on my rifle I 

pause to catch my breath. The world is so still. So peaceful. It is a terrifying thing, soldiers 

dying in silence. I shake my head and plunge into the thicket. 

I follow Antoine’s clearing and I find him motionless before me. 

‘Antoine, is everything ok?’  

He does not answer.  

I break free from the dead wood and join his side. 



Now I know why he does not move. I see nothing but the frozen dead. Thousands of 

them. 

‘Borodino.’ I whisper. ‘It’s Borodino.’ 

I bury the sight under closed eyes. I steady myself with a deep breath and open them.  

The dead are scattered in all directions. They are buried in white coffins. Patches of 

darkened clothing poke through the snow which serve as headstones to this mass slaughter of 

the fortunate.  

The soft crunch of Antoine’s boots binds what I have seen to reality. 

‘It is bad luck to revisit a battlefield, Antoine.’ 

‘Well, I was in réserve.’ 

‘What are you doing?’  

‘A Russki greatcoat, mon ami. Ours are too small,’ he says as he walks on, looking over 

each body he passes. 

‘Antoine, let’s leave this place.’  

He bends down and wipes the snow away from one of the bodies. ‘Merde,’ he shouts. 

‘No Russki. Just countrymen.’ Antoine pauses for a moment. 

I know he can hear something, he’s never this still. I curse my years spent protecting 

artillery as I watch Antoine cup an ear with his hand. I do not know what immediately stalks 

this harvest of deceased, but my suspicions are confirmed as Antoine brings his musket into 

both hands. 

‘Louis,’ he screams. ‘Cossack!’ 

 

I look ahead to the sudden sound of muted hooves piling through the snow. A Cossack 

sits on a steppe-pony, lancer in hand. The floating silver tip prances above the snow as the 

rider charges. I am back in war. 



 

I hold my musket horizontally in front of me with my left hand.  

 

Three hundred meters.  

 

With my right hand I flick open the pan and reach for a cartridge from the pouch on my 

back. I bring the cartridge to my mouth where I bite it open. The torn paper sticks to my 

cracked lips. 

 

Two hundred meters.  

 

I pour a little bit of power into the pan and close it shut. I hold the musket vertically in 

place while I pour the remainder of the shot down the barrel.  

 

Hundred meters. 

 

I slip out the rod followed by several trained movements of pushing the shot and 

powder far into the depths of the barrel. Re-inserting the rod, I bring my musket to my 

shoulder and cock it.  

 

Fifty meters. 

 

A shot.  

 



Musket fire fills the silent valley as smoke pours from Antoine’s rifle. He missed. The 

Cossack finally lifts his lance up, driving it through Antoine’s chest. Droplets of crimson 

spray across the ivory snow. The rider abruptly spins around, swivelling his lance as he 

seamlessly pulls it from the bleeding slumped body. He thrusts his boots into the belly of his 

pony as he makes a fresh charge. I take a shallow breath and squeeze the trigger. Smoke 

stings my eyes.  

 

The Cossack tips over into the ruby snow. I look at his limp body, then that of 

Antoine’s, then the stationary pony. I hear the shouting of fellow Frenchman. I turn to them. 

 

‘Un cheval!’ I shout, ‘Un cheval!’. 

 

 

  



 


